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“What are the best investments for me?”... “What
about risk?”... “Do I need professional help with my
investments and can I afford it?” Mastering the
language, concepts, vehicles and strategies of
investing can be challenging. Fundamentals of
Investing shows how to make informed investment
decisions, understand the risks inherent in investing
and how to confidently shape a sound investment
strategy. Fundamentals of Investing 3rd edition is
completely updated and introduces core concepts
and tools used by Australian investors, providing a
firm understanding of the fundamental principles of
investments. Focusing on both individual securities
and portfolios, students learn how to develop,
implement and monitor investment goals after
considering the risk and return of both markets and
investment vehicles. Fundamentals of Investing is
suitable for introductory investments courses offered
at university undergraduate or post-graduate level,
as well as colleges, professional certification
programs and continuing education courses.
This book provides the fundamentals of asset
management. It takes a practical perspective in
describing asset management. Besides the
theoretical aspects of investment management, it
provides in-depth insights into the actual
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implementation issues associated with investment
strategies. The 19 chapters combine theory and
practice based on the experience of the authors in
the asset management industry. The book starts off
with describing the key activities involved in asset
management and the various forms of risk in
managing a portfolio. There is then coverage of the
different asset classes (common stock, bonds, and
alternative assets), collective investment vehicles,
financial derivatives, common stock analysis and
valuation, bond analytics, equity beta strategies
(including smart beta), equity alpha strategies
(including quantitative/systematic strategies), bond
indexing and active bond portfolio strategies, and
multi-asset strategies. The methods of using
financial derivatives (equity derivatives, interest rate
derivatives, and credit derivatives) in managing the
risks of a portfolio are clearly explained and
illustrated.
In this book, climate change and digital
transformation are explored as key strategic drivers
for the contemporary practices of water utility
companies. These drivers seem to be separate, but
clearly, they are not. The recent weather anomalies
in water stressed countries are discussed, which
have been breaking records and become an
elevated risk to water assets. In parallel, the book
examines a contextual proposition that the concept
of the fourth industrial revolution applied to the water
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sector, Water 4.0, assists with the water supply
decentralisation and sustainability, in particular
climate resilience. It further suggests that the
implementation of an Asset Management System
with reference to the ISO 55001 standard is a useful
tool in this process. Dr Robert Kijak has accumulated
almost 30 years of professional experience in the
environmental and civil engineering area in senior
management, professional and project management
positions. This includes the worlds largest multinational engineering consultancies, water utility
companies and environmental agencies in Australia
and Poland. He is a Chartered Professional
Engineer (CPEng) registered by Engineers Australia,
Registered Professional Engineer of Queensland
(RPEQ) and a member of various asset
management and maintenance societies worldwide.
He holds globally recognized asset management
and reliability certifications. He is currently chairing
the Polish Maintenance Society's Digital
Maintenance Modeling Commission with the focus
on the industrys digital transformation. .
The official study guide for the Workforce
Management Technology Certification, containing
core knowledge for time and labor management The
worldwide standard for the time and labor
management technology profession, Workforce
Asset Management Book of Knowledge is the official
guide to the Workforce Asset Management
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Certification. Establishing a common lexicon within
the profession for talking about workforce
management and systems, this essential guide is
designed to establish a body of generally accepted
and applicable practices and standards within the
industry. Includes contributions from leaders in the
field Covers everything from vendor and product
selection, to implementation planning and execution,
system design, testing and change control, financial
analytics, fundamentals of scheduling people against
workload and skill sets, and how to use these
systems to manage labor costs and productivity
Body of knowledge is focused on workers and
technologies for every industry and every type of
employer Designed around timekeeping and labor
scheduling technologies With contributions from
leaders in the field, this book expertly covers the
knowledge, practices, regulations, and technologies
within the domain of workforce management
systems. It provides the body of knowledge for
managing a workforce using time and attendance
systems, labor scheduling, productivity, staffing
budgets, workforce software applications, or data,
compensation and benefits for payroll and human
resources.
Infosec Management Fundamentals is a concise
overview of the Information Security management
concepts and techniques, providing a foundational
template for both experienced professionals and
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those new to the industry. This brief volume will also
appeal to business executives and managers
outside of infosec who want to understand the
fundamental concepts of Information Security and
how it impacts their business decisions and daily
activities. Teaches ISO/IEC 27000 best practices on
information security management Discusses risks
and controls within the context of an overall
information security management system (ISMS)
Provides foundational information for experienced
professionals as well as those new to the industry.
#1 New York Times Bestseller “Significant...The
book is both instructive and surprisingly moving.”
—The New York Times Ray Dalio, one of the world’s
most successful investors and entrepreneurs, shares
the unconventional principles that he’s developed,
refined, and used over the past forty years to create
unique results in both life and business—and which
any person or organization can adopt to help
achieve their goals. In 1975, Ray Dalio founded an
investment firm, Bridgewater Associates, out of his
two-bedroom apartment in New York City. Forty
years later, Bridgewater has made more money for
its clients than any other hedge fund in history and
grown into the fifth most important private company
in the United States, according to Fortune magazine.
Dalio himself has been named to Time magazine’s
list of the 100 most influential people in the world.
Along the way, Dalio discovered a set of unique
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principles that have led to Bridgewater’s
exceptionally effective culture, which he describes as
“an idea meritocracy that strives to achieve
meaningful work and meaningful relationships
through radical transparency.” It is these principles,
and not anything special about Dalio—who grew up
an ordinary kid in a middle-class Long Island
neighborhood—that he believes are the reason
behind his success. In Principles, Dalio shares what
he’s learned over the course of his remarkable
career. He argues that life, management,
economics, and investing can all be systemized into
rules and understood like machines. The book’s
hundreds of practical lessons, which are built around
his cornerstones of “radical truth” and “radical
transparency,” include Dalio laying out the most
effective ways for individuals and organizations to
make decisions, approach challenges, and build
strong teams. He also describes the innovative tools
the firm uses to bring an idea meritocracy to life,
such as creating “baseball cards” for all employees
that distill their strengths and weaknesses, and
employing computerized decision-making systems to
make believability-weighted decisions. While the
book brims with novel ideas for organizations and
institutions, Principles also offers a clear,
straightforward approach to decision-making that
Dalio believes anyone can apply, no matter what
they’re seeking to achieve. Here, from a man who
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has been called both “the Steve Jobs of investing”
and “the philosopher king of the financial universe”
(CIO magazine), is a rare opportunity to gain proven
advice unlike anything you’ll find in the conventional
business press.
Healthcare Technology Management: A Systematic
Approach offers a comprehensive description of a
method for providing safe and cost effective
healthcare technology management (HTM). The
approach is directed to enhancing the value (benefit
in relation to cost) of the medical equipment assets
of healthcare organizations to best support patients,
clinicians and other care providers, as well as
financial stakeholders. The authors propose a
management model based on interlinked strategic
and operational quality cycles which, when fully
realized, delivers a comprehensive and transparent
methodology for implementing a HTM programme
throughout a healthcare organization. The approach
proposes that HTM extends beyond managing the
technology in isolation to include advancing patient
care through supporting the application of the
technology. The book shows how to cost effectively
manage medical equipment through its full life cycle,
from acquisition through operational use to disposal,
and to advance care, adding value to the medical
equipment assets for the benefit of patients and
stakeholders. This book will be of interest to
practicing clinical engineers and to students and
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lecturers, and includes self-directed learning
questions and case studies. Clinicians, Chief
Executive Officers, Directors of Finance and other
hospital managers with responsibility for the
governance of medical equipment will also find this
book of interest and value. For more information
about the book, please visit: www.htmbook.com
In the ten years since its coming into force, the
Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive
(AIFMD), with almost EUR 7 trillion assets under
management in its remit, has become an important
piece of European regulation complementing the
Undertakings for Collective Investment in
Transferable Securities (UCITS) and the Markets in
Financial Instruments (MiFI) frameworks. This third
edition of the most comprehensive and in-depth
analysis of the AIFMD and its related European
investment fund legislation (including the European
Venture Capital Fund Regulation, the European
Social Entrepreneurship Fund Regulation, the
European Long-Term Investment Fund Regulation
and the European Money Market Fund Regulation
among others) brings together fund industry experts,
fund supervisors, consultants, lawyers and
academics to discuss the content and system of the
directive from every angle, including its relation not
only to the UCITS and MiFI frameworks but also to
pension funds, the Sustainable Finance Disclosure
Regulation, the Securitization Regulation and the
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Cross Border Funds Distribution Directive and
Regulation, as well as related pieces of tax
regulation at the European level. Further, the third
edition emphasizes the function of such factors in
the financial services value chain as the following:
the AIFMD’s approach to robo-advisors; digital
asset funds; infrastructure investments in the context
of real estate and sustainable investments; risk
management; transparency; and impact on
alternative investment strategies. Five country
reports, focusing on the European Union’s five most
important financial centres for alternative investment
funds, deal with the potential interactions among the
AIFMD and the relevant laws and regulations of
France, Germany, Luxembourg, Ireland and The
Netherlands. This thoroughly updated edition
elaborates on potential difficulties encountered when
applying the directive and provides potential
solutions to the problems it raises. The book is sure
to be warmly welcomed by fund lawyers and
consultants, investors and their counsels, fund
managers, depositaries, asset managers and
administrators, as well as regulators and academics
in the field.
In Asset Management: A Systematic Approach to Factor
Investing, Professor Andrew Ang presents a comprehensive,
new approach to the age-old problem of where to put your
money. Years of experience as a finance professor and a
consultant have led him to see that what matters aren't asset
class labels, but instead the bundles of overlapping risks they
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represent. Factor risks must be the focus of our attention if we
are to weather market turmoil and receive the rewards that
come with doing so. Clearly written yet full of the latest
research and data, Asset Management is indispensable
reading for trustees, professional money managers, smart
private investors, and business students who want to
understand the economics behind factor risk premiums, to
harvest them efficiently in their portfolios, and to embark on
the search for true alpha.
Foundations of Investment Management: Mastering Financial
Markets, Asset Classes, and Investment Strategies shows
how to navigate today's world of complex financial
instruments, investment opportunities, and devastating
pitfalls. This reader-friendly guide details stocks, bonds, and
alternative investments, who invests in these asset classes,
how, and why. It uses real-world examples in addition to citing
the latest academic research. Additionally, seven industry
experts have co-authored select chapters to greatly expand
the depth and utility of this book for the reader. This unique
guide is perfect for financial analysts, portfolio managers,
client-facing representatives, product specialists, and
anybody early in their finance career who wishes to
understand how clients, products, and investors relate and
interact. Foundations of Investment Management provides a
complete overview of the investment management industry;
defines key terms and participants; identifies investment
vehicles, strategies, and asset classes; and analyzes each
strategy focusing on its relative utility and potential inclusion
in a well-diversified portfolio. Despite the subject mater's
complexity, each topic is distilled in a way that is highly
relatable and intuitive, ensuring the reader knows how to
better manage their investments or interact with clients.
Lastly, every chapter closes with a summary and investment
implications to maximize the information presented. Key
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Features - Defines various fund structures, discusses the
growth of the mutual fund industry, explains the benefits and
disadvantages of comingled vehicles and details other
investment options including fund of funds, annuities, and
separately managed accounts - Presents detailed
descriptions of different institutional investors; elaborates on
their investment considerations, objectives, and reaction
functions; and concludes with implications for an institutions'
propensity to respond similarly to market developments Supplies tools and techniques to construct and optimize a
fixed income portfolio - Reviews the history of the Bank of
England and U.S. Federal Reserve and describes central
bank objectives, tools, and reaction functions - Illustrates the
difference between investing and speculating by introducing
different valuation methods and approaches to developing an
investment thesis - Examines the growth of high frequency
trading and identifies rebalancing strategies - Identifies
different stock investment approaches as well as introduces
several equity valuation methods - Describes mean variance
optimization and conviction-based portfolio construction
approaches - Reviews bond basics including bond income,
interest rate sensitivity, and sources of risk such as credit and
liquidity - Examines the history of real assets, defines each
real asset, details the drivers of their return, and explains how
an investor may gain exposure to each asset through the
utilization of financial instruments or investment vehicles Presents the theory behind and history of factors and factor
investing from both an academic and practitioner perspective.
- Presents the development of our understanding of
behavioral biases, explains how these biases impact
investment decisions, and provides tips and techniques to
avoid their pitfalls
This book introduces readers to the concepts, tools, and
applications of personal finance and investments. In order to
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leave a lasting impression, it concentrates on the
fundamentals and underlying principles of personal finance,
rather than focusing on equations and specific tools which are
more easily forgotten. Building on the 15 Axioms of Personal
Finance, the book helps users develop an intuitive
understanding not only of the process of financial planning,
but also the logic that drives it. KEY TOPICS" Chapter topics
cover: understanding the time value of money, tax planning
and strategies, cash or liquid asset management, using credit
cards and consumer loans, the home and automobile
decision, life and health insurance, property and liability
insurance, investment basics, securities markets, and
retirement and estate planning. For individuals interested in a
lifetime of financial planning and security.
Fundamentals of Fund Administration fills a gap in the lack of
books that cover the administration and operations functions
related to funds. With the growth of hedge funds globally
there is more and more requirement for fund administration
services, and the success of the fund administration is crucial
to the success of the funds themselves in a highly competitive
market. As the focus on operational risk, cost effective
support and administration of trading and investment and the
ability to design, develop and deliver added-value services for
clients grows there is a need for a comprehensive analysis of
what happens from trade to settlement and beyond and the
exact role that the fund administrator may be required to
provide. The book helps those responsible for managing and
supervising fund administration services by examining the
decisions, actions and problems at the various stages as well
as explaining the products and infrastructure that services
support. Concise, easy to read format explains extensive and
complicated procedures with lively, easy to follow road maps
Comprehensive reference work with extensive glossary of
terms, useful website addresses and further reading
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recommendations Covers all the major stages with detailed
explanations of what is required for effective completion and
regulatory compliance
Updated edition of the book that gives investors, advisors,
and managers the tools they need to launch and maintain a
hedge fund in today's economy The hedge fund industry has
gone through dramatic changes in recent years. Investors of
all types continue to want to place their assets into these
investment vehicles even in the wake of the credit crisis,
massive frauds, and insider trading scandals. Once the
forbidden fruit of Wall Street, hedge funds are now
considered "must have" investments in any diversified
portfolio. Now in its second edition, The Fundamentals of
Hedge Fund Management is revised and updated to address
how the credit crisis, legislation, fraud, technology, investor
demand, global markets, and the economic landscape have
affected the industry. Providing readers with a detailed and indepth analysis of the world of hedge funds, the people
working in it, and a look at where it's headed, the book is a
timely and indispensable reference and research tool for
helping professional money managers, traders, and others to
launch and grow successful hedge fund businesses.
Addresses how the credit crisis and its fallout has affected the
hedge fund industry and what this means for the future
Provides the essential information needed to launch and
maintain a successful hedge fund in the new global economy
Walks the reader through running a hedge fund, helping you
to gain success over years, not just months An essential
resource for anyone looking to invest in these muchdiscussed investment products, The Fundamentals of Hedge
Fund Management, Second Edition is now fully revised and
updated.
The IT4IT Management Guide provides guidance on how the
IT4IT Reference Architecture can be used within an IT
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organization to manage the business of IT. It is designed to
provide a guide to business managers, CIOs, IT executives,
IT professionals, and all individuals involved or interested in
how to transition an IT organization to become a Lean and
Agile IT service provider.This book includes two case studies
from Shell and the Rabobank.After reading this document you
should be able to: Understand why the IT4IT approach is
needed to improve the performance of the IT function; and
support the business to leverage new IT in the digital age
Understand the vision, scope, and content of the IT4IT
Reference Architecture (from a high-level perspective)
Understand the benefits of using the IT4IT Reference
Architecture within the IT function Initiate the first steps to
implement the IT4IT standard in your own IT organizationThe
audience for this Management Guide is: CIOs and other IT
executive managers who would like to transform their IT
organization to support end-to-end value streams Senior
leaders and executives in the business and IT responsible for
how IT is organized, managed, and improved Enterprise
Architects involved in the implementation of IT management
solutions within the IT organization IT professionals and
consultants involved in the transition of their organizations to
a new streamlined IT factory
This publication provides guidance for national and local
policymakers on the management of their assets in support of
the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development.
Since the 2008 financial crisis, beneficiary organizations—like
pension funds, sovereign wealth funds, endowments, and
foundations—have been seeking ways to mitigate the risk of
their investments and make better financial decisions. For
them, Reframing Finance offers a path forward. This book
argues that institutional investors would better serve their longterm goals by putting money into large-scale, future-facing
projects such as infrastructure, green energy, innovation in
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agriculture, and real estate development. At the same time,
redirecting long-term investments would close significant
financial gaps that government cannot. Drawing on key
contributions in economic sociology, social network theory,
and economics, the book conceptualizes a collaborative
model of investment that is already becoming increasingly
common: Large investors contribute more directly to private
market assets, while financial intermediaries seek to foster coinvestment partnerships, better aligning incentives for all. A
combination of rich case studies and rigorous theory enables
asset owners to move toward more efficient, private-market
investing, while also laying groundwork for research at the
frontier of finance.

For the students of Management, Commerce,
Professional Course of CA, CS, ICWA and Professionals
of Financial Institutions. • Thirteen chapters on current
major areas have been added to provide exhaustive
coverage on recent changes in the world financial
markets and the changing compositions of the portfolios.
Long gone are the times when investors could make
decisions based on intuition. Modern asset management
draws on a wide-range of fields beyond financial theory:
economics, financial accounting, econometrics/statistics,
management science, operations research (optimization
and Monte Carlo simulation), and more recently, data
science (Big Data, machine learning, and artificial
intelligence). The challenge in writing an institutional
asset management book is that when tools from these
different fields are applied in an investment strategy or
an analytical framework for valuing securities, it is
assumed that the reader is familiar with the
fundamentals of these fields. Attempting to explain
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strategies and analytical concepts while also providing a
primer on the tools from other fields is not the most
effective way of describing the asset management
process. Moreover, while an increasing number of
investment models have been proposed in the asset
management literature, there are challenges and issues
in implementing these models. This book provides a
description of the tools used in asset management as
well as a more in-depth explanation of specialized topics
and issues covered in the companion book,
Fundamentals of Institutional Asset Management. The
topics covered include the asset management business
and its challenges, the basics of financial accounting,
securitization technology, analytical tools (financial
econometrics, Monte Carlo simulation, optimization
models, and machine learning), alternative risk
measures for asset allocation, securities finance,
implementing quantitative research, quantitative equity
strategies, transaction costs, multifactor models applied
to equity and bond portfolio management, and
backtesting methodologies. This pedagogic approach
exposes the reader to the set of interdisciplinary tools
that modern asset managers require in order to extract
profits from data and processes.
"This book provides the fundamentals of asset
management. It takes a practical perspective in
describing asset management. Besides the theoretical
aspects of investment management, it provides in-depth
insights into the actual implementation issues associated
with investment strategies. The 19 chapters combine
theory and practice based on the experience of the
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authors in the asset management industry. The book
starts off with describing the key activities involved in
asset management and the various forms of risk in
managing a portfolio. There is then coverage of the
different asset classes (common stock, bonds, and
alternative assets), collective investment vehicles,
financial derivatives, common stock analysis and
valuation, bond analytics, equity beta strategies
(including smart beta), equity alpha strategies (including
quantitative/systematic strategies), bond indexing and
active bond portfolio strategies, and multi-asset
strategies. The methods of using financial derivatives
(equity derivatives, interest rate derivatives, and credit
derivatives) in managing the risks of a portfolio are
clearly explained and illustrated"--Publisher's website.
Create and manage a clear working IT asset
management strategy with this unique guide Key
Features A detailed IT Asset Management (ITAM)
guidebook with real-world templates that can be
converted into working ITAM documents. Includes indepth discussion on how risk management has changed
and the possible solutions needed to address the new
normal A step-by-step ITAM manual for newbies as well
as seasoned ITAM veterans Book Description This book
is a detailed IT Asset Management (ITAM) guidebook
with real-world templates that can be converted into
working ITAM documents. It is a step-by-step IT Asset
Management manual for the newbies as well as the
seasoned ITAM veterans, providing a unique insight into
asset management. It discusses how risk management
has changed over time and the possible solutions
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needed to address the new normal. This book is your
perfect guide to create holistic IT Asset Management and
Software Asset Management programs that close the
risk gaps, increases productivity and results in cost
efficiencies. It allows the IT Asset Managers, Software
Asset Managers, and/or the full ITAM program team to
take a deep dive by using the templates offered in the
guidebook. You will be aware of the specific roles and
responsibilities for every aspect of IT Asset
Management, Software Asset Management, and
Software License Compliance Audit Response. By the
end of this book, you will be well aware of what IT and
Software Asset Management is all about and the
different steps, processes, and roles required to truly
master it. What you will learn Close the hidden risk gaps
created by IT assets (hardware and software) Create
and manage a proactive ITAM and SAM program and
policy A clear, concise explanation of what IT Asset
Management and Software Asset Management is, the
benefits, and results The best ways to manage a
software audit and how to be prepared for one
Considerations for selecting the best technology for a
specific company including what questions should be
asked at the onset Increasing ITAM program and project
success with change management Who this book is for
This book is intended for CIOs, VPs and CTOs of mid to
large-sized enterprises and organizations. If you are
dealing with changes such as mergers, acquisitions,
divestitures, new products or services, cyber security,
mandated regulations, expansion, and much more, this
book will help you too.
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Successful financial management in the construction
industry begins with this hands-on guide While
construction professionals are skilled in the technical
side of their work, they often find the financial
management aspect of the business daunting. Financial
Management and Accounting Fundamentals for
Construction will help you better understand and
navigate the financial decisions that are part of every
construction project. This book is a compact summary of
the basic financial skills that a construction professional
must have to be successful in the management of a
construction company and its projects. Its topics address
many of the questions that any construction
administrator will face, such as: How to organize and use
a company's financial reports What amount of cash must
be made available to the contractor to complete a project
Why the early payment of supplier invoices can enhance
profitability How to quantify the time value of money in
financial decisions What tax amount is owed by a
company and how it impacts the bottom line How to
control project costs What financial sources are available
to a construction contractor for capital expansion In this
text, you will learn about accounting fundamentals,
project-related financial matters, and company level
financial issues—three factors that are key to your career
success. An ideal reference for students of construction
management and engineering, as well as professionals
who need a quick refresher when dealing with cost
control analysis and other financial issues, this text also
offers: Easy-to-understand coverage of financial
concepts specific to the construction industry, including
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business taxation, project control, engineering economy,
and financial forecasting Numerous worked examples,
plus end-of-chapter review questions and exercises
Helpful appendices that present the structure of a typical
chart of accounts, the flow of transactions through a
construction accounting system, and tables required for
computing interest and the time value of money
Companion web site available.
Gain a focused understanding of today's corporate
finance and financial management with the marketleading approach in Brigham/Houston's
FUNDAMENTALS OF FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT,
CONCISE EDITION, 8E. This book's unique balance of
clear concepts, contemporary theory, and practical
applications helps readers better understand the
concepts and reasons behind corporate budgeting,
financing, and working capital decision making.
Numerous practical examples, proven end-of-chapter
applications, and Integrated Cases demonstrate theory
in action, while Excel Spreadsheet Models help readers
master this software tool. It's a book designed to put
each reader first in finance. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Prepare for success in management today with this brief,
inviting approach from leading management author Ricky
Griffin. FUNDAMENTALS OF MANAGEMENT, 8E
combines a streamlined approach with a strong
theoretical and functional framework clearly organized
around the planning, leading, organizing and controlling
functions of management. The book's proven balance of
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theory and practice incorporates numerous, engaging
learning features and memorable examples to help you
develop and strengthen your management skills. New
and revised First Things First opening vignettes
immediately show you the relevance of each chapter's
content, while clear learning objectives and chapter
outlines, summaries of key points and key terms, skill
applications and new cases keep you focused and
actively learning. You Make the Call end-of-chapter
features bring students back to the opening case with the
newfound knowledge they have gained after reading the
chapter. New Building Skills exercises and Skills SelfAssessment Instruments equip future managers to
handle some of today's most critical business situations.
Following our state of the art, Engage, Connect, Perform,
and Lead model, students truly learn to think and act like
managers. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not
be available in the ebook version.
Finance is the study of how individuals, institutions,
governments, and businesses acquire, spend, and
manage their money and other financial assets to
maximize their value or wealth. Fundamentals of Finance
introduces the nuances of finance in a comprehensive
yet concise manner and is essential reading for
professionals building a career in finance or for students
taking a course in finance. The book consists of four
parts: Part I: "Introduction to Finance, Money and
Interest Rates, and Time Value of Money" focuses on
the role financial markets play in the financial system and
financial basics that underlie how markets operate. Part
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II: "Investments and Portfolio Management" discusses
the characteristics of stocks and bonds, how securities
are valued, the operations of securities markets,
formation of optimal portfolios, and derivatives. Part III:
"Financial Management/Corporate Finance" explores
financial planning, asset management, and fund-raising
activities that will enhance a firm’s value. Part IV:
"Management of Financial Institutions" focuses on
management of financial institutions in general, and risk
management in financial institutions in particular. The
book’s many examples, appendices, graphs and tables
provide valuable know-how to a wide audience, making it
an excellent resource for professionals as well as
students who wish to attain a broad understanding of
finance. Please contact Stefan.Giesen@degruyter.com
to request additional instructional material.
Fundamentals of Institutional Asset Management
This book presents a systematic approach to the
management of physical assets from concept to
disposal, building upon the previous editions and brought
up-to-date with the new international standards
ISO55002 and ISO/TS50010. It introduces the general
principles of physical asset management and covers all
stages of the asset management process, including
initial business appraisal, identification of physical asset
needs, capability gap analysis, financial evaluation,
logistic support analysis, life cycle costing, strategic
asset management planning, maintenance strategy,
outsourcing, cost-benefit analysis, disposal and renewal.
Features include: providing a textbook for asset
management courses to university level; relating closely
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to the ISO55000 international asset management
standard series; providing a basis for the establishment
of physical asset management as a professional
discipline; and presenting case studies, analytical
techniques and numerical examples with solutions.
Written for practitioners and students in asset
management, this book provides an essential foundation
to the topic. It is suitable for an advanced undergraduate
or postgraduate course in asset management and also
offers an ideal reference text for engineers and
managers specializing in asset management, reliability,
maintenance, logistics or systems engineering. .
International Investment Management: Theory, Practice,
and Ethics synthesizes investment principles, Asian
financial practice, and ethics reflecting the realities of
modern international finance. These topics are studied
within the Asian context, first through the medium of
case studies and then via the particular conditions
common in those markets including issues of religion
and philosophy. This book has a three part structure
beginning with the core principles behind the business of
investments including securities analysis, asset
allocation and a comprehensive analysis of modern
finance theory. This gives students a comprehensive
understanding of investment management by going
through the theories, ethics and practice of investment
management. This text provides a detailed overview of
International Banking Law and International Securities
Regulation, alongside legal and ethics case studies
which are located in the practice section of the book.
This book is an essential text for business and law
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school students who wish to have a thorough
understanding of investment management. It is also
perfect as a core text for undergraduate finance majors
and graduate business students pursuing a finance,
and/or business ethics concentration, with particular
focus on Asia.
Don't leave your financial future to chance. Take control
of it now by taking advantage of a special offer from
Prentice Hall Business Publishing and Financial Engines.
With your purchase of "Fundamentals of Investments,
Third Edition," you can enjoy a 25% discount on a
subscription to the Financial Engines Investment
Advisorsm Service The impressive Financial Engines
Investment Advisor Service will review your investments
and give you specific recommendations on how to better
invest your 401 (k). With the Investment Advisor, you'll
be able to: Get a FORECAST of what your investments
may be worth in the future. Receive specific,
personalized 401(k) investment ADVICE to help you
make better 401 (k) fund choices. MONITOR your
investments to help you stay on track as the markets
change.
A practical and pithy guide to investing to help everyday
investors achieve their long-term goals The 21st century
has been beset with three financial market shocks in its
first 20 years, the bursting of the Tech Bubble in
2000-2002; the Global Financial Crisis of 2008-09; and
2020 COVID-19 crash. Given this backdrop, it is no
wonder that investing can appear to be so daunting to
individual investors. As Chairman and CEO of Vanguard,
one of the largest and most respected investment
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management companies in the world, Jack Brennan has
spent his career helping people invest their money. In
the newly updated More Straight Talk on Investing, he
shares with you the lessons he has learned over his over
four decades at Vanguard from a variety of market
participants—from Main Street investors and 401(k) plan
holders to veteran portfolio managers at the helm of
Vanguard funds and sophisticated investment
professionals overseeing top endowments and
foundations. This a comprehensive, but approachable
book will help you develop the knowledge, confidence,
and discipline to navigate the financial markets and
attain investment success over the long term. While the
financial planning and investing principles covered are
timeless, a considerable amount has changed in the
nearly 20 years since the first edition, including new
products and services, lower costs, and ever-evolving
regulation and legislation. An entire generation of
investors has come of age over the past two decades
and could benefit from understanding that sound and
sensible investing is an effective way to achieve financial
security. This book will assist your manage your
“serious” money—the dollars that you set aside for longterm goals, such as retirement or the education of your
children. The book also emphasizes the concept of
thinking of yourself as a “financial
entrepreneur”—managing your financial life like owner
manages a business. In a straightforward, plain talk
manner, the book demonstrates how to: Build a
balanced, diversified portfolio that meets your needs and
goals Evaluate mutual funds and ETFs with a discerning
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eye Adhere to a long-term, disciplined approach to
investing Control your emotions and tune out the
incessant “noise” in the media Understand the risks and
rewards of financial markets Develop a prudent plan and
investment policy statement to guide your path forward
Avoid the pitfalls and mistakes that can derail your
investment program With wit and wisdom, Brennan
relays anecdotes and observations that demonstrate the
enduring investment precepts that will serve as a guide
to novice investors and as a practical refresher for
seasoned investors. He has also added three new
chapters focusing on evaluating advice options,
garnering lessons from endowments, and dealing with
the challenges of a low interest rate environment.
"Pompian is handing you the magic book, the one that
reveals your behavioral flaws and shows you how to
avoid them. The tricks to success are here. Read and do
not stop until you are one of very few magicians."
—Arnold S. Wood, President and Chief Executive Officer,
Martingale Asset Management Fear and greed drive
markets, as well as good and bad investment decisionmaking. In Behavioral Finance and Wealth Management,
financial expert Michael Pompian shows you, whether
you're an investor or a financial advisor, how to make
better investment decisions by employing behavioral
finance research. Pompian takes a practical approach to
the science of behavioral finance and puts it to use in the
real world. He reveals 20 of the most prominent
individual investor biases and helps you properly modify
your asset allocation decisions based on the latest
research on behavioral anomalies of individual investors.
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A practical and effective blueprint for world-class
cybersecurity risk management In Cybersecurity Risk
Management: Mastering the Fundamentals Using the
NIST Cybersecurity Framework, veteran technology
analyst Cynthia Brumfield, with contributions from
cybersecurity expert Brian Haugli, delivers a
straightforward and up-to-date exploration of the
fundamentals of cybersecurity risk planning and
management. The book offers readers easy-tounderstand overviews of cybersecurity risk management
principles, user, and network infrastructure planning, as
well as the tools and techniques for detecting
cyberattacks. The book also provides a roadmap to the
development of a continuity of operations plan in the
event of a cyberattack. With incisive insights into the
Framework for Improving Cybersecurity of Critical
Infrastructure produced by the United States National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST),
Cybersecurity Risk Management presents the gold
standard in practical guidance for the implementation of
risk management best practices. Filled with clear and
easy-to-follow advice, this book also offers readers: A
concise introduction to the principles of cybersecurity risk
management and the steps necessary to manage digital
risk to systems, assets, data, and capabilities A valuable
exploration of modern tools that can improve an
organization’s network infrastructure protection A
practical discussion of the challenges involved in
detecting and responding to a cyberattack and the
importance of continuous security monitoring A helpful
examination of the recovery from cybersecurity incidents
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Perfect for undergraduate and graduate students
studying cybersecurity, Cybersecurity Risk Management
is also an ideal resource for IT professionals working in
private sector and government organizations worldwide
who are considering implementing or who may be
required to implement, the NIST framework at their
organization.
Every production is built on the backbone of the pipeline.
While a functional and flexible pipeline can’t assure a
successful project, a weak pipeline can guarantee its
demise. A solid pipeline produces a superior product in
less time and with happier artists who can remain
creative throughout the grueling production schedule.
Walk through the foundational layers of the production
pipeline, including IT infrastructure, software
development practices and deployment policies, asset
management, shot management, and rendering
management. Production Pipeline Fundamentals for Film
and Games will teach you how to direct limited resources
to the right technological initiatives, getting the most for
every dollar spent. Learn how to prepare for and manage
all aspects of the pipeline with this entirely unique, one-ofa-kind guide. Expand your knowledge with real-world
pipeline secrets handed to you by a stellar group of
professionals from across the globe. Visit the companion
website for even further resources on the pipeline.
Global capitalism is affected by the malaises of
stagnation, financial fragility, increased income
inequality, growing wealth concentration at the top, and a
vanishing fair social contract. This book focuses on the
incidence of these phenomena in the US, UK, Greece,
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Spain, Chile, South Africa, Australia, China, and other
countries. The book looks at the effects of IMF-ECB led
austerity policies in Europe. The book examines
concrete country and global conditions combining theory,
country studies, historical evidence, and international
comparative analysis. The book also proposes new
policy priorities to restore stability, reduce inequality, and
consolidate democracy in 21st century capitalism.
The Financial Times Guide to Wealth Management is
your comprehensive guide to achieving financial security
and stability by planning, preserving and enhancing your
wealth. As well as being fully updated throughout, it
includes five new chapters on socially responsible and
impact investing; property, land and woodlands; single
premium investment bonds; non-trust structures and
young people and money. Whether you’re a beginner
wanting an introduction to financial planning or an
experienced investor looking to pass your wealth on to
others, this is the book for you. Drawing on his 25 years’
experience as a financial adviser to successful families,
and written in clear and concise language, Jason Butler
will give you both the understanding and confidence you
need to make successful financial decisions, enabling
you to: - Define your life goals and financial personality
so that you can build an effective wealth plan - Navigate
the maze of investment options and choose the best one
for your needs - Understand when and how to get
professional help which delivers value - Clarify the need
for and role of insurance, tax structures, pensions and
trusts - Develop a wealth succession plan which matches
your values and preferences
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The gold standard for measuring financial progress,
updated for today's market From Ross Levin, a trusted
financial planner, comes Implementing the Wealth
Management Index. The new edition of the book
Investment Advisor called a "landmark opus," this
revised and updated volume expands upon his
legendary Wealth Management Index tool. A benchmark
system that, through a series of questions and
evaluations, enables advisors to score their performance
for individual clients, the tool is used by firms around the
world. In this new edition, the index looks at asset
protection, disability and income protection, debt
management, investment planning, and estate planning.
The new edition adds more how-to information, as well
as actual client examples and case studies to show how
Levin's firm successfully uses the index as a daily
strategy. Asks the important questions, like "Did you use
all reasonable means to reduce your taxes?" and "Have
you established and funded all the necessary trusts?
Have you made your desired gifts for this year? Newly
revised and expanded for the first time since 1997
Essential guidance from a top man in the game,
Implementing the Wealth Management Index is the onestop resource for measuring client financial progress.
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